
zondag 21 jun. 2020 10:00 AM WEST Estrada do Vale dos Carros, Albufeira, Faro, Portugal

On this day - Anyone reading this is crazy

As a surprise, a message appears on my phone. Titled ‘On this day.’

The decade in which the whole world lived in innocence. No idea about all what lay ahead. In today's future shocked world. Stiff continuously.

A sec:on created by the algorithm. In the applica:on that manages my source files. Columns, dra?s and wri:ngs saved by the program. Collected in
a neat :meline.

Until further under the trees. Curious looking forward to what is behind. On the way to brave that mysterious dark tunnel. I found myself in a

flash. Four years younger in 2016. Rereading my urge to write.

I am curious. To inves:gate what this virtual :me machine offers me. Anxious about what I wrote down. Of course also where I was. A trip back in
:me.

Voiced in that taste of my first guestcolumn. A month later published on Blog | Portugal-vakantie. In which the words junkie and virus fell. In a

completely different context than today. A text full of praise. About Portugal, such a beautiful country.

The nation that I had in my heart. Just as fast as to the past. Back in the present. A remarkable salutation. Above an article on Portugal Portal

of April 3, 2020.

“The past has the future.”

Written by Ton Haak who has studied in depth. The Portuguese political history. Not that that's why I'm concerned. In no way out of

disinterest, but because of its applicability. From the following quotation from that treatise.
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“When I look around like this, there are few places on earth where it is peace and harmony under a nice sun and where an at least a bit

sunny future seems to be assured. Portugal, yes!”

They come across as particularly striking. These words of comfort and hope. They connect seamlessly. At the turbulent time in which we live.

Such a strange sensation. Where I assumed that it would all be okay.

It is now a hard reality. The whole world is facing a virus threat. A well-known saying offers some guidance.

“You should not worry about what you cannot influence.”

I will certainly not do that. But a recommendation. For those looking for a moment of relaxation. Then read with me. To establish that the

circle is complete. Discover that there is no doubt: Anyone reading this is crazy!

Website | Woordenbrei

Twitter | Woordenbrei
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Bem-vindo a Portugal  Wat dacht je wat
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